
A BRIEF BIOGRAPHY OF MARK TWAIN A NOVELIST

Mark Twain, the writer, adventurer and wily social critic born Samuel However, his service was cut short in by the
outbreak of the Civil.

His youngest daughter, Jean, was diagnosed with severe epilepsy. If it went by merit, you would stay out and
the dog would go in. He continued to write occasional pieces throughout these years and, in one satirical
sketch, River Intelligence , lampooned the self-important senior pilot Isaiah Sellers, whose observations of the
Mississippi were published in a New Orleans newspaper. He lost the bulk of his book profits, as well as a
substantial portion of his wife's inheritance. A licensed steamboat pilot by , he soon found regular employment
plying the shoals and channels of the great river. March Learn how and when to remove this template message
Twain in his gown scarlet with grey sleeves and facings for his D. He was very well famous during his
lifetime and lectured in dozens of locations across the country, drawing large audiences. At 34, this handsome,
red-haired, affable, canny, egocentric and ambitious journalist and traveler had become one of the most
popular and famous writers in America. The Langdon family plot is marked by a foot monument two fathoms,
or "mark twain" placed there by his surviving daughter Clara. Apprenticeships In the oldest Clemens boy,
Orion, returned from St. On June 13, , the steamboat's boiler exploded; Henry succumbed to his wounds on
June  He may have been romantically involved with the poet Ina Coolbrith. His memory faltered. He
progressed from his day job as pilot of a Mississippi riverboat to legend of American literature. It is noted for
its colorful description of people and places along the Mississippi River. In order to help the family earn
money, the young Clemens began working as a store clerk and a delivery boy. None of them would rival
Huckleberry Finn. It was there that he heard the story of a jumping frog. Twain's journey ended in the
silver-mining town of Virginia City, Nevada , where he became a miner on the Comstock Lode. Twain
describes the episode in his book Roughing It. He continued to write for newspapers, traveling to Hawaii for
the Sacramento Union and also writing for New York newspapers, but he apparently wanted to become
something more than a journalist. His sister Margaret â€” died when Twain was three, and his brother
Benjamin â€” died three years later. Clemens was suffering from rheumatism in his right arm, but he
continued to write for magazines out of necessity. Twain and his wife are buried side-by-side in Elmira's
Woodlawn Cemetery Upon hearing of Twain's death, President William Howard Taft said: [67] [68] Mark
Twain gave pleasure â€” real intellectual enjoyment â€” to millions, and his works will continue to give such
pleasure to millions yet to come â€¦ His humor was American, but he was nearly as much appreciated by
Englishmen and people of other countries as by his own countrymen. Twain will always be remembered first
and foremost as a humorist, but he was a great deal moreâ€”a public moralist, popular entertainer, political
philosopher, travel writer, and novelist. Hannibal inspired several of Mark Twain's fictional locales, including
"St. It is Tom and his sweetheart who, while lost in a cave, discover the hiding place of Injun Joe. As the Civil
War began, the people of Missouri angrily split between support for the Union and the Confederate States.
Among those companions was Tom Blankenship, an affable but impoverished boy whom Twain later
identified as the model for the character Huckleberry Finn. Twain, Mark. Occasionally, he contributed
sketches and articles to the Journal. His experience as a cub and then as a full-fledged pilot gave him a sense
of discipline and direction he might never have acquired elsewhere. The story was widely known, but it was
new to Clemens, and he took notes for a literary representation of the tale. Louis and New Orleans day and
night would later be featured fictitiously as the town of St. Clara had wished to study the piano under Theodor
Leschetizky in Vienna. That he did so in the voice and consciousness of a year-old boy, a character who shows
the signs of having been trained to accept the cruel and indifferent attitudes of a slaveholding culture, gives the
novel its affecting power, which can elicit genuine sympathies in readers but can also generate controversy
and debate and can affront those who find the book patronizing toward African Americans, if not perhaps
much worse. Reprint, New York: Perennial Classics,  In the meantime, he pursued respectability with the
publication of The Prince and the Pauper, a charming novel endorsed with enthusiasm by his genteel family
and friends. Twain studied the Mississippi, learning its landmarks, how to navigate its currents effectively, and
how to read the river and its constantly shifting channels, reefs, submerged snags, and rocks that would "tear
the life out of the strongest vessel that ever floated".


